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RETAIL CUSTOMER CATEGORIZATIONS (CONTINUED) 

GENERAL ACCOUNT AGENT (CONTINUED). 
Nature and Authority of a GAA (Continued) 
The Company is not a party to any agreement(s) between the retail customer and the GAA and is not 
bound by any term, condition, or provision of such agreement(s).  A retail customer’s designation of a 
GAA does not amend, modify, or alter the Company’s tariffs or any contracts between the Company 
and the retail customer.  A GAA has no authority to enter into any agreement on behalf of the 
Company or to amend, modify, or alter any of the Company’s tariffs, contracts, or procedures, or to 
bind the Company by making any promises, representations, or omissions.  The designation of a GAA 
does not affect the retail customer’s responsibilities to timely pay the Company all amounts due and 
perform and satisfy all other obligations applicable to the retail customer.  The retail customer remains 
responsible to timely pay the Company for all balances due for services provided by the Company and 
all other balances owed the Company, even if the GAA fails to remit to the Company amounts paid by 
the retail customer to the GAA for remittance to the Company.  The designation of a GAA does not 
give the retail customer or the GAA any additional rights beyond those the retail customer otherwise 
has under the Company’s tariffs and any agreements between the Company and the retail customer.  
The Company is not required to perform services for a GAA, as agent of the retail customer, that the 
Company does not perform for the retail customer. 

Provisions Related to Service Under Special or Consolidated Tariffs 
A retail customer that (a) has designated a GAA, and (b) is taking service under tariffs or other 
programs that consolidate or combine services provided to more than one retail customer or account 
and that involve a consolidated bill or a single point of contact, must designate the same GAA for all 
retail customers or accounts that are billed through the same consolidated bill or that have the same 
single point of contact. 

Communication 
The Company may communicate with the GAA on all matters about which the Company is otherwise 
required to communicate with the retail customer under the Company’s tariffs and any agreements 
between the Company and the retail customer.  The provisions of the previous sentence do not affect 
the Company’s right to communicate directly with the retail customer on matters including, but not 
limited to, notices, safety, electric energy contingency, system reliability, planned outages, 
curtailments, interruptions, tree trimming, switch confirmation, power purchase option termination or 
renewal notices, credit, disconnection, and resumption of service. 

RESALE OR REDISTRIBUTION. 
The resale or redistribution of electric power and energy is prohibited.  It is necessary that each retail 
customer located in the Company's service territory is provided with separate meter-related facilities and 
designated as a separate retail customer. 
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RETAIL CUSTOMER CATEGORIZATIONS (CONTINUED) 

RESALE OR REDISTRIBUTION (CONTINUED). 
The resale or redistribution of electric power and energy by a retail customer, which is organized on a 
cooperative or a similar basis, to its members or participants is resale or redistribution of electric power 
and energy and is prohibited. 

A RES taking service under Rate RESS and providing electric power and energy supply service to retail 
customers taking service under Rate RDS is not engaged in the resale or redistribution of electric power 
and energy. 

A retail customer is not engaged in the resale or redistribution of electric power and energy if such retail 
customer is furnishing electric power and energy to:  

a. units within a multiple-unit building normally considered to be a temporary domicile, such as a motel, 
dormitory, health care facility, or nursing home; 

b. residential units within a building that do not have kitchen and bathroom facilities separate from 
common use facilities; 

c. a portion of a building for which separate metering is impractical, such as a concession stand in a 
lobby or individual offices that share office service areas; 

d. a building in which such electric power and energy is used for electric lighting, provided such lighting 
also provides space heating for such building and has been used to provide space heating for such 
building continuously since prior to October 14, 1977;

e. units within a multiple-unit building that is designated as a congregate, assisted-living care facility for 
elderly or handicapped persons; 

f. a building or portion of a building located at the retail customer's premises, the occupants of which are 
primarily engaged in the business of supplying goods or services to such retail customer or its students 
or employees; or 

g. a building or portion of a building that houses a corporate affiliate of the retail customer.  Corporate 
affiliate means (a) a corporation that owns stock of the retail customer and has a majority of the voting 
power in such retail customer; (b) a corporation in which the retail customer owns stock and has a 
majority of the voting power in such corporation; or (c) a corporation for which stock having a majority 
of the voting power in such corporation is owned by a person or persons owning stock which has a 
majority of the voting power in the retail customer, provided that, in the case of such ownership by 
more than one person, the minimum interests of such persons in both such corporation and such retail 
customer aggregate more than fifty percent (50%), the minimum interest of each such person being 
defined as the lower of (1) the percentage of the voting power represented by such person's stock in 
such corporation, and (2) the percentage of the voting power represented by such person's stock in 
such retail customer. 


